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Field Commanders have demonstrated a real need 
for access to development programs that they control 
and deploy in rolling out COIN [counterinsurgency] 
and stability operations. This provides the certainty 
of resource access, and allows for continuity within 
the surgical, strategic deployment, and effects build-
ing that true COIN requires. With the stability of 
districts achieved, the solidification of these gains is 
realized through the insertion of economic improve-
ment. The eventual handover of development respon-
sibilities to the civilian agencies known for their 
development work in the Third World can then occur.2

~ Keith Pratt, United States Agency for International 
Development, Dand District.

P
ratt’s comment alludes to the ongoing friction that 
exists between the imperatives of following up 
military success in counterinsurgency3 operations 
through stabilization activities, and the need for 
sustainable reconstruction and development artic-

ulated by non-military partnered agencies and/or governmen-
tal departments. It also describes the need for military com-
manders to be able to create reconstruction and development 

projects, sometimes called ‘quick impact projects,’ and access 
long-term and self-sustaining capacity building programs 
orchestrated by other agencies. The Canadian Armed Forces 
(CAF)4 and their field partners have, most recently, been deal-
ing with these dilemmas in the fragile security environment of 
southern Afghanistan. Although frictions still existed between 
military and non-military actors, by the end of the Canadian 
combat mission in July 2011, there had been success resolving 
these issues. The Canadian inter-governmental alliance had 
maturated and greatly enabled the effects necessitated by mili-
tary activities by connecting them to the longer-term sustain-
able outcomes desired by developmental and political advisors 
and agencies to enable the host nation – Afghanistan. 
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The background to Canada’s involvement in Afghanistan 
was succinctly described by international security pundits, 
Janice Gross Stein and Eugene Lang, in their 2007 work, The 
Unexpected War: Canada in Kandahar, as Canadian commit-
ment to a brief combat mission in 2002, was followed by 
participation in a 2003-2004 stabilization intervention. This 
initial intervention was, in turn, trailed by provincial recon-
struction, and then gradually, in 2006, to a deadly low-inten-
sity conflict which would eventually cost Canada 162 lives. 5  
In 2011 Canada’s role transitioned from fighting in southern 
Afghanistan, primarily  Kandahar, to providing advice and 
assistance within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
Training Mission – Afghan (NTM-A) with the preponderance 
of the nation’s forces located centrally in the region of Kabul. 

Canada’s Afghanistan mission 
also provided the initial trial of the 
amalgamation of defence, diplomacy 
and development – 3D approach - that 
had been created as the expression of 
Canadian foreign policy in conflicted 
regions around 2003.6 This concept 
evolved into the ideas represented by 
the more all-inclusive expression 
‘Whole of Government’ (WoG), and, 
in essence, remained primarily con-
cerned with integrating all instru-
ments of policy, regardless of depart-
ment or agency, in order to produce a 
desired effect linked to national strat-
egy. The growth of the integrated 
approach to this conflict can be dem-
onstrated by examining the work done 
in 2010-2011 by the Whole of 

Government team during Canada’s last year in Kandahar.

Canada’s inter-governmental efforts in Afghanistan devel-
oped from nascent beginnings. The foundation of the campaign 
can be said to have been laid in January 2004 when then-
Lieutenant-General Rick Hillier, Canadian commander of the 
International Security Assistance Forces (Rotation V) (ISAF 
V), was presented with a number of dilemmas expressed by 
President Hamid Karzi, who, at that time, was the leader of the 
Afghanistan Transitional Authority (ATA).7 Most important of 
these was the lack of unified action by the myriad governments 
and organizations that had resulted in less effective develop-
ment and caused a weakening of potential effects.  Also, as a 
result of the lack of a shared approach, ISAF V could not move 
beyond lower order, or tactical military activities in order to 
achieve higher-level and enduring strategic objectives. Hillier 
understood that without a coherent strategic concept in which 
all involved parties, military, international organizations, non-
governmental organizations, donor institutions, the interna-
tional community, and, most importantly, the ATA and Afghan 
people could partake, no operational level campaign could be 
created. Also, he believed that “…rebuilding failed states or 
failing states was not a security, governance or economic prob-
lem; it was all three…”8 Accordingly, he used his ISAF staff, 
and later, two Canadian officers, tasked from Canada, to assist 
the ATA in articulating a strategic concept. This model was 
eventually released in the form of an idea paper entitled 
“Creating a National Economy: The Path to Security and 
Stability in Afghanistan.” While primarily developmental in 
nature, it also specified ideas that would later be used to assist 
with governance and security. These core ideas later emerged 
within the Afghanistan National Developmental Strategy 
(ANDS), which continues to be an overarching Government of 
the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) policy document 
governing multiple activity streams by all those contributing to 
the rebuilding of Afghanistan.9 

This initial effort later resulted in Karzai requesting simi-
lar support from Hillier after he became Chief of the Defence 
Staff (CDS). The result was a small group of advisors that 
worked with the Afghan government in a similar fashion to the 
2004 efforts. Regrettably, this ‘Strategic Advisory Team - 
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The President of Afghanistan, Hamid Karzai, greets Chief of the 
Defence Staff General Rick Hillier on Parliament Hill, Ottawa,  
22 September 2006.
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Afghanistan’ or ‘SAT-A’ was only in being from 2005 to 2008. 
This capacity building and assistance was not viewed by some 
as a Canadian military mission, and it met its untimely demise 
due to international and interdepartmental politics.10

Over the course of Canada’s involvement in Afghanistan, 
there were two relatively divisive Parliamentary votes - May 
2006 and March 2008 - concerning the extension of the mission 
and its essential character. There was also considerable attention 
paid to the convening of an independent panel to make recom-
mendations on the future course of the mission in 2007 - the 
Manley Report - and a highly politicized public discourse over 
the Government’s detainee transfer policy, which began in 2007 
and continued throughout Canada’s involvement.11  A positive 
effect of this very public political debate was recognition of the 
breadth and complexity of the Afghan challenge, which contrib-
uted to a substantial evolution in both the strategic Whole of 
Government coordination framework in Ottawa and the corre-
sponding mission structure and civilian resourcing in 
Afghanistan. Hillier notes in his memoir, A Soldier First: 
Bullets, Bureaucrats and the Politics of War, that the outcome 
of this period was a defence policy statement that provided the 
over-arching strategy for the use of Canada’s military.12 The 
Canada First Defence Strategy mandated the CF:

…to be a fully integrated, flexible, multi-role and 
combat-capable military, working in partnership with 
the knowledgeable and responsive civilian personnel 
of the Department of National Defence. This inte-
grated Defence team will constitute a key element of 
a whole of government approach to meeting security 
requirements, both domestically and internationally.13

As a result of all of this, after early 2008, Canadian 
efforts in Afghanistan were overseen by a Cabinet Committee 

on Afghanistan, supported by the Afghanistan Task Force in 
the Privy Council Office and an ad hoc committee of Deputy 
Ministers who met on a weekly basis. The deployed Canadian 
civilian and police contingents grew from a handful in 2006 

to more than 100 in 2009, with a rela-
tively robust civilian leadership cadre at 
the embassy in Kabul, at Kandahar 
Airfield under the leadership of the 
Representative of Canada in Kandahar 
(RoCK), and a senior civilian director of 
the Kandahar Provincial Reconstruction 
Team (KPRT).  In 2010, the latter two 
positions were amalgamated, and the 
RoCK became the Director KPRT.

Following the Manley Report and 
the Parliamentary vote of March 2008, 
the Canadian Government unveiled a 
detailed set of policy objectives for the 
mission, and soon thereafter, developed 
a framework of benchmarks to measure 
and report on the progress achieved on 
each of its six key policy priorities. 
These were:

In Kandahar

1. Maintain a more secure environ-
ment and establish law and order by 
building the capacity of the Afghan 
National Army and Police, and support-

ing complementary efforts in the areas of justice and 
corrections. 

2. Provide jobs, education, and essential services, such 
as water. 

3. Provide humanitarian assistance to people in need, 
including refugees. 

4. Enhance the management and security of the 
Afghanistan-Pakistan border.

In Afghanistan (nationally)

5. Build Afghan institutions that are central to our 
Kandahar priorities, and support democratic pro-
cesses, such as elections. 

6. Contribute to Afghan-led political reconciliation 
efforts aimed at weakening the insurgency and fos-
tering a sustainable peace.14

It is noteworthy that just one of these priorities involved 
security, and its focus was entirely upon building the capacity 
of Afghan National Security Forces (ANSF) to sustain a more 
secure environment, and to promote law and order.  Also, with 
significant increases of American military personnel in the 
region after 2009, the CAF, the Department of Foreign Affairs 
and International Trade (DFAIT), the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), and Afghans were able to focus 
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their efforts and resources to support security operations in an 
increasingly smaller area in southern Afghanistan – from 2010 
to 2011 the districts of Panjwai’i, Dand, and, initially, Daman, 
within the province of Kandahar. Concomitantly, DFAIT and 
CIDA remained engaged across the province.

Furthermore, with the purpose of facilitating Canadian 
efforts towards development and governance in Afghanistan 
through security assistance, the Manley Report recommended 
prolongation of the Canadian military commitment beyond 
2009. Parliamentary approval was given to extending CF 
involvement until 2011. Consequently, the Canadian military 
strategy until 2011 included training the ANSF, providing 
security for reconstruction and development efforts in 
Kandahar, continuation of Canada’s responsibility for the 
KPRT, and preparing for changeover of the current security 
mission in southern Afghanistan to American or other allies in 
2011. It was a comprehensive focus that involved all depart-
ments of government.

The Whole of Government man-
date was incredibly important in the 
context of the counterinsurgency 
Canadians fought in southern 
Afghanistan. It provided impetus for 
the primary Canadian agencies, the 
Department of National Defence, 
DFAIT, CIDA, as well as others, to 
work together in a holistic fashion in 
order to create desired outcomes. This 
requirement was aptly captured by 
American defence advisor and public 
policy expert, Sarah Sewall in 2006 – 
as the nature of the wars in 
Afghanistan and Iraq were made 
apparent to their Western participants:

COIN is a particularly dynamic, 
decentralized, and three dimen-
sional form of warfare because 
the strategic, operational, and 

tactical levels of operation are more interdependent 
that in typical conventional operations and because 
the end state cannot be achieved strictly by military 
means [Emphasis added by author].15

Canadian counterinsurgency prac-
tice in 2010 – 2011 reflected these pre-
cepts. TFK conducted operations that 
were aimed at defeating the insurgent 
and the insurgency. The activities 
required to deal with both were not syn-
onymous, and they required a Whole of 
Government effort. It was clearly under-
stood that any military victory achieved 
against the insurgent needed to be 
quickly followed with permanent ANSF 
presence – both military and police – in 
addition to functioning governance, as 
well as reconstruction and development 
efforts linked to both provincial and 
national economies.16 The TFK approach 
to counterinsurgency was more than the 
CLEAR-HOLD-BUILD approach first 
articulated in American doctrine in 
2006.17 It had been refined by successive 
rotations to a nuanced DEFINE-SHAPE-

CLEAR-HOLD-BUILD-ENABLE-TRANSITION. It was nec-
essary to (1) define the problem, (2) shape the environment, 
(3) clear or separate the destructive influences from the popu-
lation, (4) hold through the establishment of security, (5) 
build capacity using governance, reconstruction, and develop-
ment, (6) enable the local population, and (7) facilitate transi-
tion of control to host nation authorities. Due to the signifi-
cant non-military component to activities across this spec-
trum, which increased as one moved towards TRANSITION, 
an integrated, Whole of Government team, with a common 
understanding of the issues and shared operating concepts to 
address them, was necessary to succeed. 
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With the support of Canadian police officers serving with the Kandahar Provincial Reconstruction 
Team (KPRT), Afghanistan National Police (ANP) officers practice shooting techniques on the Camp 
Nathan Smith pistol firing range, 6 November 2010.
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TFK captured this approach in its mis-
sion statement:

In partnership with Afghan National 
Security Forces, Coalition Forces and 
Whole of Government Partners, Task 
Force KANDAHAR will conduct com-
prehensive Counter-Insurgency opera-
tions in order to DEFEAT Insurgent 
influence and improve Afghan society 
across Governance, Development and Security lines 
of operation in PANJWAI’I, DAND and DAMAN.18

Soon after its arrival in Afghanistan, official responsibil-
ity for Daman was taken away from Task Force Kandahar. 
Consequently, the primary districts that were the responsibility 
of Task Force Kandahar were Panjwai’i and Dand districts. 
Panjwai’i had a population of approximately 80,000 people. 
Its district leader,19 Haji 
Fazluddin Agha, had been a 
front commander in the fight 
against the Soviet Army during 
1979-1989 – a member of the 
mujahedeen.20 Of importance to 
note was that Panjwai’i was the 
birthplace of the Taliban, which 
exerted a particularly strong 
influence upon the western por-
tion of the district.21

Dand district had a popula-
tion of about 450,000 people. 
Its district leader was Haji 
Amadullah Nazek, a member of 
the new wave of Afghan leader-
ship born at the end of the 
Soviet era. He was a Kandahari 
who developed into adulthood 
during the turbulence of the 
1990s. Dand was the southern 
gateway to Kandahar City, con-
sidered the ‘key to the south,’ 
and, as such, it was a strategic 
staging point for Taliban.22

There were challenges. This Whole of Government 
approach, involving defence, diplomacy, and development, 
required an increased level of interoperability between agen-
cies that often lacked a common coordinating infrastructure. 
The Manley Report altered that situation. The result was seen 
in attempts to build shared consensus for the establishment 
and coordination of decentralized Whole of Government oper-
ations from the then-newly implemented national Afghanistan 
Task Force and Government of Canada departments, through 
the interagency team at the Embassy in Kabul, to the efforts of 
the RoCK and the Commander TFK, along with efforts of the 
men and women of the KPRT and TFK. But even then, this 
evolution was not without problems, and despite the best will 
and intentions, Canadian Whole of Government operations, 
while moving ahead at the strategic and operational levels of 
war, occasionally faltered at the tactical level. 

The areas that were problematic 
revolved around the non-military effects 
needed early in the counterinsurgency 
spectrum. TFK identified as part of its 
operational vision, a number of ‘tipping 
points’23 that were components in its Whole 
of Government approach:

Security 

•	 Adequate numbers of capable Afghan police address-
ing village requirements and protecting, not preying 
upon, the people 

•	 ANSF-led combined and single service operations

•	 Integrated ANSF command and control responsive to 
the District Leader and maliks, or leaders

Governance  

•	 Responsible and responsive district leader and staff

•	 Representative and functioning district and village shu-
ras, or consultative bodies, and provincial processes

•	 Line ministry representatives from primary line min-
istries working at the district centre, and reactive to 
village requirements

Development 

•	 Functioning District Development Committees, and 
village development representation leading to all 
development coordinated through the District Leader 
to meet priorities set by the district in conjunction 
with villages

“The areas that were 
problematic revolved 

around the non-military 
effects needed early in 
the counterinsurgency 

spectrum.”
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In this photo, more than 80 ANP officers were graduated after completion of a six-month basic qualification 
course, 6 January 2011.
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•	 Working rural/urban interface – 
markets, transportation, and so on

In order to create these outcomes, it was 
necessary over the course of 2010-2011 to 
reinforce the coalition tactical operations by 
both military and other means. In the secu-
rity realm, persistent security could be estab-
lished through capacity building with local, 
regional, and national security forces, and 
wherever possible, responsibility for local 
security was transferred to Afghan civil and 
security forces. Connected to that was con-
tinuing assistance with the establishment of 
and maintenance of the Rule of Law and 
governance in the districts. However, in the 
final analysis, security activities were pri-
marily focused upon supporting and increas-
ing the conditions for governance and devel-
opment. These areas were critical to 
“Defeating the Insurgency, not the Insurgent.”

Due to the uncertain security environ-
ment in the early stages of the counterinsur-
gency fight, field partners, such as DFAIT 
and CIDA, were challenged to work alongside the CAF. Also, 
they were not mandated to provide the immediate effects nec-
essary to reinforce the success of military activities. This situ-
ation and its implications in the civil-military relationship 
during counterinsurgency, were accurately captured by British 
Brigadier Frank Kitson in Low Intensity Operations: 
Subversion, Insurgency and Peacekeeping, in which he 
described the British Army experience from 1945 to 1970:

…although an army officer may regard the non-mili-
tary action required as being the business of the civil 
authorities, they will regard it as being his business, 
because it is being used for operational reasons. At 
every level the civil authorities will rightly expect the 
soldier to know how to use non-military forms of 
action as part of the operational plan, although once 
it has been decided to use a particular measure they 
will know how to put it into effect.24

Consequently, TFK made use of its embedded advisors, 
political and developmental, as well as input from the RoCK 
and the organizations that comprised the KPRT in order to 
realize the Whole of Government construct.25

This process was much more straightforward than it might 
appear to be. A common vision was first established by the 
Commander TFK and the RoCK, and then communicated to 
respective staffs. Cross staff liaison happened regularly 
through the DFAIT and CIDA advisors at TFK, as well as 
TFK Liaison Officer with the KPRT. In support of operations, 
the synchronization of Whole of Government effects would be 
done as part of the planning process. The point at which the 
process could falter was the assignment of non-military tasks 
to organizations that were capable of operating in the violent 
environment of combat.

This gap was closed by the CAF, under the rubric of 
Influence Activities, (IA), where information operations, psy-
chological operations, and civil-military cooperation (CIMIC) 
teams contributed to connecting the immediate effects needed 
by security operations within governance and development 
with the longer-terms programs, processes, and policies estab-
lished with the assistance of agencies, such as DFAIT and 
CIDA. In other words, the non-sustainable effects of the type 
attained by military quick action projects were connected to 
the longer-term sustainable activities required by sub-national 
and national processes through the work of IA. These small 
teams were attached to field forces, and they worked hand-in-
hand with district stabilization teams (DSTs), combined mili-
tary civilian teams, which were located at district centres. All 
were connected to both TFK and the KPRT. Also, through the 
synchronization matrices created for operations, the input of 
the development and political advisors, KPRT and RoCK, 
could all be taken into account.

Of the two main focus areas, governance was reinforced 
through direct support to structures that would assist district 
public administration and management, from the infrastructure 
required to effectively govern, to assisting with building 
human capacity for governance within the district. Assistance 
was provided to create the conditions that representative vil-
lage shuras would provide spokespersons to the district shura. 
In turn, the district shura was assisted with connecting to the 
province. Throughout all of this the information domain was 
shaped in a fashion to support these Afghan structures using 
capabilities available to information and psychological opera-
tions teams. 

Simultaneously, reconstruction and development were not 
neglected. Of great value was the Commander’s Contingency 
Fund (CCF), which bankrolled a host of quick impact projects. 
The CCF was similar to the American Commander’s 
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Government of Canada senior officials land in the Panjwai’i District, Afghanistan, 12 January 
2011. They included the Clerk of the Privy Council, Mr. Wayne Wouters, the Vice-Chief of the 
Defence Staff, Vice-Admiral Bruce Donaldson, and the Deputy Minister of the Afghan Task 
Force of the Privy Council Office, Mrs. Greta Bossenmaier
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Emergency Response Program (CERP). It permitted the 
Commander TFK to access and deliver reconstruction and 
development project funds in order to bridge the gap between 
existing projects funded by other donors and planned inter-
agency program funding. Examples of CCF projects prior to 
2010 included Afghan National Police infrastructure and 
equipment, Kandahar University Campus improvements, and 
the equipping of the Kandahar Fire Department. Linked to this 
was the Cash for Work program – comparable to the United 
States concept of “Money as a Weapon System.” This permit-
ted the employment of fighting age men and youths to work 
on local projects during the times of year that insurgent vio-
lence was highest, normally at the end of the agricultural sea-
son of plantings and harvests. By 
employing fighting age males (FAMs), 
TFK reduced the numbers available to 
insurgent commanders through employ-
ment. Nevertheless, it was always 
understood that these activities must 
lead to sustainable governance and 
development. They needed to link 
closely into DFAIT and CIDA efforts 
and expertise.26

As a result, there was progress in 
both Dand and Panjwai’i, the latter of 
which was the most challenged district. 
In Dand, a critical mass of the tashkil, 
the organization or structure, was 
assembled, and it represented a positive 
example for Kandahar governance.  Led 
by an effective district leader, the staff 
members were increasingly able to plan 
and execute with minimal support from 
the international community.27 In terms 
of staffing, the Justice sector was a key 
gap. In other areas, education and other services were strong 
and vibrant. At the same time in Panjwai’i, the district tashkil 
slowly trickled in and melded as a team.  With Karzai’s 
appointment of Agha as leader in 2010, the district was revi-
talized. While work remained to be done to cement the gains 
made on the security front, Panjwai’i was moving in a positive 
direction. One can see from a snapshot of the progress from 
looking at the changes in the two districts over the course of a 
single year:

A Tale of Two Districts28

PANJWAI’I

Governance (Tashkiel filled/unfilled)
September 2010 - 2/37
July 2011 - 11/40

Schools
September: Open - 1; Closed - 31
July: Open - 10; Closed - 27

Clinics
September:  Open - 1; Closed - 4
July:  Open - 2; Closed – 3

DAND

Governance (Tashkiel filled/unfilled)
September 2010 - 12/28
July 2011 - 22/40

Schools
September: Open - 15; Closed - 16
July: Open - 31; Closed - 0

Clinics
September:  Open – Unknown; Closed - Unknown
July:  Open - 5; Closed – 0

On top of this, Canada supported the stabilization of 
Panjwai’i and Dand districts by ensuring that freedom of 
movement was maintained in and around these districts 
through constant road improvements.  This route construction 
enabled the movement of ANSF and NATO forces to conduct 
security activities and support governance and development 
initiatives – ultimately this assisted in reinforcing the legiti-
macy of the Afghan government, and the rejuvenation of the 
local communities through access to health care, education, 
and markets for their goods. All-in-all, over 103 kilometres of 
roads were constructed or improved, 40 kilometres of which 
were paved, and four bridges were constructed. This was done 
through a combination of local contracting with CCF funding 
and with the resources of the TFK Engineer Regiment, which 
completed over 150 reconstruction/construction projects. 
Although relatively small, 261 military and civilian personnel 
(seven Defence Construction Canada and 74 Canadian Forces 
Contractor Augmentation Program (CANCAP)), the Engineer 
Regiment influenced almost all aspects of the TFK effort. In 
addition to the work they completed and supervised, they also 
ensured the prioritization and synchronization of engineer, 
stability, and reconstruction efforts.29

In similar fashion, Civil Military Cooperation (CIMIC) 
teams arranged for 521 projects directly supporting and 
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Senior Afghan and Canadian service members monitor development projects in Dand District,  
18 January 2011.
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involving Afghans in key villages, and helped create 10,000 
man-days of employment. These included:

•	 Canals and drainage projects - 29 canals, 56 kilometres

•	 Schools (in partnership with CIMIC) - 28 schools

•	 Mosques (in partnership with CIMIC) - 42 mosques

•	 Police Infrastructure -18 sites

•	 Governance Infrastructure - seven sites

•	 Health Clinic - one clinic

CIMIC teams also facilitated smaller projects that assisted 
with the necessities of everyday life, from humanitarian assis-
tance, to supporting Afghan initiatives of all types. This 
resulted in positive effects beyond 
what anyone could have imagined 
and throughout the process was 
connected to programs and policies 
facilitated by DFAIT and CIDA on 
behalf of GIRoA.30 

If anything, the CAF experi-
ence in its last year of combat 
operations in Afghanistan demon-
strated the imperatives of the para-
doxical trinity of Whole of 
Government operations: (1) 
Security without Governance is 
meaningless, (2) Governance with-
out Development is unsustainable, 
and (3) Development without 
Security is unsupportable. The 
CAF has learned and relearned a 
great deal through its activities in 
Afghanistan. The implementation 
of a comprehensive Canadian 

intergovernmental approach in addressing 
the complex dilemmas of the contempo-
rary environment was the result of the 
efforts of those who served in Kandahar 
from 2006 onwards. This work and sacri-
fice underpinned any progress experi-
enced in 2010-2011. Canadian field part-
ners have included DFAIT and CIDA, as 
well as other governmental organizations, 
such as the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police (RCMP), and Corrections Services 
Canada (CSC).31 

Additionally, if there is one other les-
son that must be reinforced, it is the need 
for the creation and maintenance of orga-
nizational and individual relationships, 
and the construction of communal vision 
between myriad groups and individuals. 
Not only will this facilitate the Whole of 
Government construct, but it acknowl-

edges the distributed and unstructured nature of 21st Century 
operations. Effective command in the contemporary environ-
ment is not possible using traditional hierarchical measures of 
command and control. It requires structures that are inclusive, 
establishing and maintaining common trust and shared intent. 
This permits them to be self-synchronizing and adaptable, 
exercising unity of effort to accomplish a mission. These orga-
nizations are military and non-military, consisting of a mixture 
of information and social networks that self-synchronize as a 
result of shared vision. In the same fashion, as was the case 
with the bundle of twigs in Aesop’s Fable, the whole is stron-
ger than its individual parts. This can certainly be demon-
strated through the experiences of the Canadians in Kandahar 
during 2010-2011.32

As a final point, the Whole of Government team in 
Afghanistan learned vital lessons with respect to counterinsur-
gency and inter-departmental interface, but underpinning 
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A soldier from Task Force Kandahar greets local Afghan children while on a foot patrol, 22 January 2011.
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everything was the need to integrate all military and non-mili-
tary efforts at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels, 
both horizontally and vertically. Arising from that, in order to 
ensure that the quick impact projects and capacity building 
conducted as part of military operations are integrated into 
long-term and sustainable activities, it is necessary to provide 
military commanders with the means – resources and people 
– to enable that relationship. The role of Influence Activities, 
engineers, and other key enablers in this effort cannot be 

underestimated. I believe practitioners and theorists like Pratt, 
Sewall, and Kitson are correct in that military officers must be 
prepared and enabled to orchestrate all types of non-military 
activities. These efforts, aimed at reconstruction, development, 
and governance, are necessary to achieve success in the low 
intensity conflicts that we have been fighting over the past 
decade, and will continue to fight into the foreseeable future.
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